XLS™ Quick Coupler System

Improve job site efficiency and boost productivity with the Wain-Roy brand XLS Coupler System. It’s designed especially for TLBs (tractors/loaders/backhoes) and excavators in the 5,500 to 60,000 lb. class. The XLS System offers a range of bucket size/capacity, from 12 inches/.06 cubic yards to 48 inches/1.6 cubic yards. That kind of versatility means you only need one vehicle with the XLS System to complete a variety of tasks.

This rugged, compact coupler performs smoothly and effectively with vehicles of nearly any make or model – but it’s at its peak efficiency when teamed with an XLS bucket. A Wain-Roy XLS Coupler and Bucket System exceeds the force capability of the most powerful machine in its class.

Never leave your seat to switch tools with the hydraulic release coupler

A single operator can quickly remove and replace a bucket:
1) to engage the bucket, lower the coupler into the bucket
2) insert the coupler hooks over the cross tube
3) extend the bucket cylinder and flip the switch – the bucket is attached

Coupler switch

Tool changeovers are easy – latch and unlatch the coupler pin with the flip of a switch.

eXtended Life System™

When it comes to construction equipment, regular wear and tear is a given. Over time, abrasive dirt, sand, and rocks will have a wearing effect on the coupler system’s hooks and cross tube. The Extended Life System allows the operator to easily restore the original tight fit by simply adding a shim to the wear plate.

ADVANTAGES:

• Available in manual or hydraulic release models

• Manual coupler can be quickly and inexpensively retrofitted for the hydraulic release

• When used with Wain-Roy* XLS buckets and tools, the XLS coupler provides a more secure fit that minimizes tool-to-coupler movement in all directions

• Improved, 40% stronger wrap-around style hook provides increased bearing area for longer life

• In minutes, the XLS system easily connects your power unit to a wide range of bucket styles and sizes and a variety of versatile and productive specialized tools
Simple, easy manual release system

Simply insert the self-aligned latch pin and secure it with the locking pin to easily complete the linkage.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE:
For simply and easily attaching your power unit to a range of bucket styles and sizes and a variety of specialized tools in minutes.

Wain-Roy attachments

Each of our XLS (below) and original quick-attach tools are designed to fit any brand or model machine equipped with a Wain-Roy XLS coupler.
Note: XLS tools do not fit the original style couplers.

Wain-Roy is a registered trademark of Woods Equipment Company.
We manufacture a world of tools to make you more productive. WoodsConstruction™ supplies buckets, coupler systems, and other attachments for construction applications. WoodsAgricultural™ offers tractor-powered productivity tools for cutting, shredding, and specialty agricultural applications. WoodsLandscape™ provides tractor and self-powered tools for mowing, landscaping, and general grounds care. WoodsCare™ provides parts and services for the total ongoing care of your Woods equipment. WoodsTisco™ supplies a comprehensive line of aftermarket replacement parts and accessories.

For more information: 1-866-869-6637